Visual search is a task that is performed in various application areas. Search can be aided by an automatic warning system, which highlights the sections that may contain targets and require the user's attention. The effect of imperfect automatic warnings on overall performance ultimately depends on the interplay between the user and the automatic warning system. While various user studies exist, the different studies differ in several experimental variables including the nature of the visualisation itself. Studies in the medical area remain relatively rare, even though there is a growing interest in medical screening systems. We describe an experiment where users had to perform a visual search on a vascular structure, traversing a particular vessel linearly in search of possible errors made in an automatic segmentation. We find that only the case in which the warning system generates only false positives improves user time and error performance. We discuss this finding in relation to the findings of other studies.
INTRODUCTION
Visual search tasks are performed in various areas: finding weapons in x-rayed baggage [4] , targets from a moving vehicle [14] or on aerial photographs [10, 11] , cancer areas in mammograms [5, 9] , polyps in colonoscopy [6] , or lowcredibility areas in automatic medical image segmentations [8, 7] . In many cases, automatic warning systems have been devised that highlight potential targets. Such systems are Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. imperfect: failure may be either a false positive (false alarm) or false negative (a missed item). A detection system may be tuned to produce either more false positives or false negatives. Some medical systems can be tuned to produce near zero false positives or negatives [6, 9] . Especially the absence of false negatives is often seen as a prerequisite for their medical applicability.
However, the presence of failures (especially false alarms) in alarm systems (for both visual search tasks and other tasks) are known to cause problems for users, such as overor under-reliance. While various studies have been made, experimental variables vary widely among different application areas: the presence or absence of a moving scene or navigation, the prevalence of false positives or negatives, whether the search is self-terminating or not (that is, whether the search ends when the target is found), task difficulty (examined in [10] ), target rarity [4] , the level of information about the system given to the users, and of course the task itself, which varies widely in nature. While some of these variables have been examined, most have not, and we can expect different applications to have quite different outcomes. These are too many variables to examine all at once, and the research coverage remains as yet spotty. Examining different application areas is still a very meaningful exercise.
We examine a new application involving vascular image analysis, more specifically, 3D magnetic resonance angiography (MRA) segmentation, as performed routinely by radiologists. Vascular segmentation involves determining the thickness of the inside of the vessel (the lumen), which enables analysis of possible pathological narrowings or widenings. While a vessel is tortuous, it can basically be navigated linearly (from one end to the other), as can for example the colon in colonoscopy. So, the task can be characterised as relatively easy, non-self-terminating, involving simple navigation, with users given information about presence of false positives or negatives. We examine in particular the effect of the presence of false positives versus false negatives.
RELATED WORK
Studies of generic self-terminating target finding tasks with target highlighting found that imperfect highlighting often increased rather than decreased overall user response time, due to suboptimal increase in response time for the cases where the wrong target was highlighted [3, 12] . For some non-self-terminating tasks, users were also found to spend more time double-checking the data in case of false pos-itives, resulting in increased overall response times in the presence of warnings [1] . Overall, user performance is suboptimal, even when users have a good estimate of the system's reliability [2, 11] .
Wickens et al. [13] found that distinction of visual elements by highlighting helps focussed attention (attention to one target) but hinders integrative attention (where all targets need to be interpreted in an integrated way). Another detrimental effect is called attention tunneling, which means the highlights distract the user from seeing other elements in the scene. Yeh et al. [14] found that, even if highlighting of one target served to predict with 100% accuracy a target in the vicinity rather than the highlighted target itself, performance worsened.
Studies on the reliance (or trust) of users on (visual and nonvisual) automatic warnings as related to the failure rate of the warning system has been studied fairly extensively. One common finding is that false positives are more damaging to trust and hence performance than false negatives [10] . Maltz et al. [10] also finds that target cueing works best if the targets are otherwise very difficult to detect.
None of these studies were conducted in the medical domain. One of the rare medical studies in this area, done by Freer et al. [5] , seems to contradict some of these findings. It indicates a positive effect on clinical outcome in a mammogram-reading study with as much as 97.4% false positives. Freer et al. use a double-reading scheme, taken from medical practice, but used by none of the other studies: each mammogram is first examined as a plain image, before the warning highlights are shown, reducing any possible effect of attention tunneling. Additionally Freer et al.'s task is difficult (experts miss 50% or more of targets), unlike most of the other experiments. This shows that studies in the medical domain may have different outcomes due to differences in experimental variables, which are implicitly assumed in the other domains. This makes it worthwhile to study other medical tasks more closely.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Our task consists of checking the correctness of automatic segmentations of vessels in MRA scans. A typical segmentation algorithm determines a vessel's location by drawing a line through the (density) center of the vessel, called the centerline. Then, it determines the thickness of the inside of the vessel (the lumen) based on the centerline.
We used a software phantom approach. The MRA data is artificially generated, along with segmentations with artificially generated segmentation errors. This way it is easy to generate dozens of cases with a clear distinction between correct and erroneous, an unambiguous ground truth, and similar difficulty levels. A vessel is constructed using a sum of sine waves. Three distractors vessels were added in each phantom. Thickness of the vessel was varied in a stylized manner with thinner and thicker areas. When looking at a cross-section, density in the center of the vessel was highest, gradually lowering towards the boundaries of the vessel, and Errors are simply defined as a deviation between the segmentation and the densest parts of the volume. Only three error types exist: a veering away of the centerline and segmentation from the vessel, the segmentation being thinner than the vessel, and the segmentation being thicker.
We use direct volume rendering (DVR) to visualise the volume data, with a yellow line indicating the centerline, and a brown mesh indicating the segmentation. The warning system highlights parts of the centerline and mesh in red to indicate possible errors.
We chose controls to be as simple as possible without sacrificing user control. Control is with the mouse only. One major choice we made is to base navigation on the centerline. The camera is always centered around a point on the centerline, and rotates so that the vessel is viewed from the side. The centerline is navigated by rolling the mouse wheel, or by clicking on a centerline point with the middle mouse button (MMB). The user can specify relative rotation using a two-axis valuator scheme controlled with the right mouse button (RMB). The camera is zoomed in close to the vessel so details can be seen clearly. The user can simply click on a section of the vessel with the left mouse button (LMB) to indicate a segmentation error. The appropriate section is highlighted in green.
We compare user performance (time taken and error rate) for the following four conditions:
1. NONE -no suspicious areas (baseline) 2. PAR (paranoid suspicious areas) yields only false positives -the user only has to search within the suspicious areas 3. CON (conservative suspicious areas) yields only false negatives -the user can simply click the suspicious areas but has to search the rest for missed errors 4. PER (perfect detection) -while not realistic, this indicates an upper limit to performance of suspicious areas. It is basically an interaction task rather than an interpretation task.
Note that it is not easy to compare a false positives condition with a false negatives one in absolute terms, because the situation is asymmetric. What we can do is compare if either are faster than NONE. We chose conditions to have 6-8 errors with 1-2 false positives or negatives.
We used a within-subjects design. All users received the same set of software phantoms in the same order, but with different, randomly ordered and counterbalanced, conditions. The users had to complete 6 trials per condition, totaling 24 trials. Total duration of the main experiment was 10-20 minutes. A short subjective survey was conducted at the end. The survey questions we asked are the following:
usedsuspar (did you use the paranoid-mode suspicious areas to find errors?) {4:All the time, 3:some of the time, 2:learned to ignore them during the session, 1:ignored them} usedsuscon (did you use the conservative-mode suspicious areas to find errors?) {4:All the time, 3:some of the time, 2:learned to ignore them during the session, 1:ignored them} suspar (5-point scale, from strongly prefer PAR (5) to strongly prefer NONE (1)) suscon (5-point scale, from strongly prefer CON (5) to strongly prefer NONE (1)) susparcon (5-point scale, from strongly prefer PAR (5) to strongly prefer CON (1))
Because we used somewhat stylised models, medical laypersons could easily do the task. Since our research concerns usability involving novel interaction techniques, we asked experts on user interfaces rather than medical experts to perform our experiment. We recruited 8 unpaid subjects from the Human Media Interaction department of our CS faculty. Age ranged between 25 and 51; 7 were male and 1 female. They had already done a similar experiment several days earlier, involving DVR visualisation, with and without suspicious area highlighting, along with two other visualisations. This meant they already had experience with the visualisation and controls. Training for this experiment consisted of a 4-minute interactive tutorial, explaining the differences between the four conditions. Users were told whether to expect false positives or negatives, but not how many of these they could expect. The sessions were conducted in a quiet room, with the users seated at a distance of about 70 cm from the 24" display. An experimenter was seated behind them.
RESULTS
We shall begin with time performance. We expect time performance effects to be multiplicative rather than additive, so we transformed the data using the log transform. We used a second transformation to increase statistical sensitivity. It is based on the fact that the sequence of software phantoms used for the trials was the same for all users. We divided the time for each trial by the overall average of that trial over all users (note that all conditions occurred equally often for each trial in the sequence). This has the effect of normalising for variations in trial difficulty.
Though PER is meant as a baseline condition, we first used repeated-measures ANOVA with Sidak posthoc analysis over all conditions including PER. The ANOVA yields F (3, 21) = 214.052, p < 0.0005. PER is, as we might expect, very significantly different from the others: p < 0.0005. It is almost twice as fast as the NONE condition, which shows that there may be quite a lot to gain from suspicious areas. We disregard it from here on.
We performed a second repeated-measures ANOVA on the remaining three conditions, which yields F (2, 14) = 5.172, p = 0.021. A Sidak post-hoc analysis reveals that PAR is significantly faster than NONE (p = 0.038). The other comparisons (NONE-CON, CON-PAR) are not significant (p >= 0.391). This shows that PAR does provide benefit. Mean performance over all users is given below. We analysed error rate by means of a χ 2 table, assuming that trials are independent events. User errors (mistakes) were very rare events, with a total of 17 mistakes, which makes them difficult to analyse. We found that three mistakes resulted from a cognitive slip, as admitted by the user in question, resulting in 2 false positives and 1 false negative in a particular short section of vessel under the PAR condition. These were the only false positives in the dataset.
We classify trials into two classes: trials with one or more mistakes and trials without mistakes. See the It appears that the PAR condition might result in fewer mistakes, but the values are a bit low for a χ 2 analysis. If we include the cognitive slip, a chi-square analysis on trials with mistakes v trials without mistakes results in χ 2 (2, N = 144) = 2.198, p = 0.333. If we consider deletion of the cognitive slip valid, the same analysis results in χ 2 (2, N = 144) = 3.818, p = 0.148, and one on total number of user mistakes v total number of correctly selected segmentation errors yields χ 2 (2, N = 1008) = 4.491, p = 0.106. While we cannot say that PAR produces significantly less mistakes than the other conditions, it appears at least that CON and PAR do not seem to result in more mistakes than NONE.
For a summary of the subjective survey results, see preferred them. We can at least conclude that users did not find the suspicious area marking annoying. There was little difference in preference between PAR and CON, although PAR was preferred more often than CON, and most users would prefer it over CON as well. However, a larger sample would be required to test if there is a significant difference here.
CONCLUSIONS
We conducted an experiment involving the manual verification of automatic segmentations of MRA images, with help of an imperfect automatic warning system that highlights possible errors in the segmentation. We compared user time and error performance as well as subjective preference for the following conditions: no warning highlights, only false positives (paranoid), only false negatives (conservative), and perfect highlighting. We found that users perform significantly faster with paranoid highlighting than with no highlighting, and they make insignificantly less errors. There were no other significant differences. Users also prefer suspicious areas over no suspicious areas, and appear to prefer paranoid over conservative highlighting.
This contradicts most previous findings, which generally indicate that especially paranoid highlighting is often detrimental for both speed and error rate. While false positive rate was fairly low (about 20%), other experiments demonstrated a detrimental effect for similar rates [1, 14] . Somehow, it appears our results more closely follow a rationally based cognitive model: for the false positives case users will have to search only the marked areas, and hence, search space is much reduced, in contrast to the false negatives case, where it is less reduced. Our contradictory result cannot be explained by high difficulty or low target prevalence (the task was easy, as is illustrated by the low error rate). A possible explanation is the system reliability information given to the users. However, previous studies also showed a detrimental effect under similar reliability levels, when the users did have an accurate estimate of system reliability [2, 11] . The difference in outcome may alternatively be explained by a difference in task domain or visual stimuli. We argue that further experiments will be necessary to more thoroughly cover this research area.
